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3Altimeter : It measures altitudes and is used in aircrafts.
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4Ammeter : It measures Strength of electric current (in ampere)
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5Audiometer : It measures intensity of sound.
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6Barometer : It measures atmospheric pressure.
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7Binocular : It is used to view distant object.
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8Calorimeter : It measures quantity of heat.
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9Cardiogram : It traces movements of heat,recoder 4d on a cardiograph.


  









       

 



   







     

   

 





   





   

  





   

    





Chronometer : It determines longitude of a place kept on board chip. 10
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11Dynamo : It Converts mechanical,energy into electrical energy.
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12 Dynamometer : It measures electrical power.
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13Electrometer : It measures electricity.




 

   





    



    


  

     


  










    
    







14Electroscope : It detects presence of an electric charge.
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15Endoscope : It examines internal parts of the body.
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16Fathometer : It measures the depth of the ocean.
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17Galvanometer : It measures the electric current of low magnitude.

Lateral Thinking
1.  Man
    Board
Ans: man on board

2. stand
    .................
        i
Ans : I under stand
OK. got the drift? Let’s try a few now and see how you per-
form?

3. /r/e/a/d/i/n/g/
Ans : reading between the lines.

4.    R
    Road
       A
       D
Ans : Cross road
Not having a good day now, are yoy? redeem yourself.

5. cycle cycle cycle
Ans : tricycle
Easy to figure out haa!!!

6.        0
    M.D. M.Phd
Ans : two degrees below zero (- 2 )
c’ mon give it a little thought!!!



18Hygrometor : It measures humidity in air.

7.    Knee
        -----------
         light
Ans : neon light (knee - on -light)
I’ m sure you’ll have no problem getting
this one.

8. ground
   ..............
   feet feet feet feet feet feet
Ans : Six feet under ground

9. death ............... life
Ans : Life after death
Okay last chance

10. THINK
Ans : Think big !!
And the last one is very funny ..........

11. Ababaaabbbbaaaabbbbababaabbaaabbb.........
Ans : long time no ‘c’

P.Jeyalakshmi

G.Sumathi

II B.Sc Computerscience



19Hydrometer : It measures the specific gravity of liquids.
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20Hydrophone : It measures the sound under water.
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21Lactometer : It measures the purity of milk.
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22Manometer : It measures the pressure of gases.

Element Name Discovered By

Hydrogen - Henry Cavendish

Helium - Sir.William Ramsay and inde

-pendently by N.A Langley &

P.T cleve.

Lithium - Johan August Arfvedson

Beryllium - Nicholas Louis Vanquelin

Boron - Sir Humphrey Davy, Joseph-

Louis Gay-Lussac

Nitrogen - Daniel Rutherford

Oxygen - Joseph priestley call Scheale.

Fluorine - Henri Moissaon

Neon - Sir William Ramsay,Morris

W.Travers.

S.Mohammed Ansari

II B.Sc Chemistry
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 SECRETS OF THE SUCCESS

Arise  high says the sky

Think deep says the sea

Be in time  says the clock

Keep busy  says the bee

Be discipline says the ant

Be  sharp   says  the knife

Keep twinking says the stars

Be colorful says the rainbow and

These are little keys

Just for a seven letter word

SUCCESS

P. Inba vani

   III B.Sc Chemistry

Can You Update Your Mental Software?

   We are using computer in day-to-day activities.We update our

computers. “Can you update your mental software? this question

rises in our mind.We can update our mental software by yoga.If you

update your mental software,you will have happiness and peace.

It you don’t update it,you will be at mess.

Patanjali,the great sage,He synthesised the yoga sutras two

thousand years ago.He summarised in them the essence of yoga.

We are celebrating International yoga day on 21st June which was

declared unanimosusly by UNO. The Indian Prime minister Narendra

Modi in his UN address suggested the date 21 June as it is the

longest day of the year in the Northern Hemisphere and shares

special significance in many parts of the world.

S Sivakumar

II B.Sc Chemistry



24Microphone : It converts the sound waves into electrical vibrations.
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25Microscope : It is used to obtain magnified view of small objects.

Did You Know These Things

Had Names?

1. Globella - The Space between your

eyebrows is called a Globella.

2. Petrichor - The way it smells after the rain is called Petrichor

3. Aglet - The Plastic or metallic coating at the end of your shoe

laces is called an Aglets.

4. Wamble- The rumbling of stomach is actually called  Wamble

5. Vagitus - The cry of new born baby is called a vagitus

6. Phosphenes - The sheen or light that you see when you close your

   eyes and press your hands on them are called

   phosphenes.

7. Tines - The prongs on a fork are called tines

8. Box tent - The tiny plastic table placed in the middle of a pizza

box is called a box tent

9. Overmorrow - The day after tomorrow is called overmorrow

10.Minimus - Your tiny toe or finger is called minimus

11. Agraffe - The wired cage that holds the cork in a bottle of

champange is called an agraffe

12. Vocables - The ‘na na na’ and ‘la la la’, which don’t really have

any meaning in the lyrics of any song are called

Vocables.

13. Interrobang - When you combine an exclamation mark with a

    question mark (like this?!), it is referred to as

    an interrobang

14. Columella Nasi- The space between your nostrils is called

         columella nasi.

15. Dysania - The condition of finding it difficult to get out of the

bed in the morning is called dysania.

R.Chella

S. Chadra

III B.Sc Computerscience



26Phonograph : It is an instrument for producing sound.

What is the difference between http and https?

The main difference between http:// and https:// is all about

keeping you secure.

HTTP stands for Hyper Text Transfer Protocol.The S(big

Surprise) Stands for “Secure”.If you visit a website or webpage,and

look at the address in the Web browser,it likely begins with http: ///

.

This means that the website is talking to your browser using

the regular.unsecured language.In other words it is possible for some-

one to “eavesdrop” On your computer’s conversation with the

website.if you fill out a form on the website.someone might see the

information you send to that site.

This is why you never ever enter your credit card number in

an http website! But if the web address begins with https://, that

means your computer is taking to the website in a secure code that

no one can eavesdrop on.You understand why this is so important

right?

If a website ever asks you to enter your Credit/Debit card

information you should automatically look to see if the web address

begins with https://

If it doesn’t you should NEVER enter sensitive

information.... such as a Credit/debit card number.

       K.Chithambara Sindhu

      II yr B.Sc computer science



27Radio meter: It measures the emission of radiant energy.

Make Drinking Water Exciting
Drinking water is the most beneficial

way of keeping hydrated.Although it taste great
as it is,sometimes it is nice to mix it up a little.Here are some tips on
how to make your water fun.
Freeze it:

Freeze fruit like berries in ice cubes for a chilled infusion.
Go fruity:

Add fresh fruits such as lime and berries to make your wa-
ter tastier.
OR: Try adding cucumber for a fresh taste.

Make it herbal:

Adding herbs such as ginger,mint leaves or lemon grass can

improve the flavour of drinking water.

Lavender and rose hips are packed full of vitamin C and

may help ease arthritis pain.Add these to your water to improve the

taste and experience healthy hydration.
D.Gomathi
III BSc Chemistry

Think and tell
There are 9 children in a house,and all 9 of them are in the house.
A is ironing
B is watching T.V
C is cooking
D is playing chess
E is bathing
F is listening to radio
G is sleeping
I is dressing
What is H doing?
Think wisely answer logically
Answer H is Playing chess with D

M.Pathirakali

      III B.Sc Computer Science



28Sesimograph : It measures the intensity of earth quake shocks.

Top 11 Famous Invention in Chemistry

1) Synthesis of Urea - German Scientist

   Friedrich wohler at 1828.

2)Discovory of Oxygen - Swedish pharmacist carl

   wilhelm scheele in 1772.

3)Atomic theory - John Daltons in 1808.

4)The break into the study - Friedrich August kekule Von

of chemical structure in    Strandonitz.

1850s

5)Publication of periodic - Dmitri Mendeleev in 1869

table of the elements

(1860s-1870s)

6)Transformation of - Sir Humphry Davy

chemicals by Electricity

(1807-1810)

7)Discovery that atoms - Gustav kircheff and Robert

have signatures of light     Bunsen

(1850s)

8)Discovery of Radio - French scientist Henry

activity (1890s-1900s)    Becquerel in 1896.

9)Discovery of the - Johann Wilhelm Hittorf

Electron (1896)   discovered in 1869, but

  J.J. Thomson proved in 1896

10) Discovery of Inert - Scottish chemist Sir William

Gaseous element   Ramsay in 1904

11) Discovery of chemical - Jacobus Henricus Van’t

dynamics and Osmotic    Hoff Jr

Pressure M. Deepika Padmasri

III B.Sc Chemistry



29Salinometer : It determines salinity of solution.
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30Sphygmomanometer : It measures blood pressure.

Apple Sticker
 Sticker

apple   numbers

google 

PLU Code (Price lookup number)

 



1.PLU Code  

Shock 

2. PLU Code 



3. PLU Code 





# r 6 sticker
M.Pattnselvi

II B.Sc Computerscience
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31Spherometer : It measures the curvatures of surfaces.
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32Stereoscope : It is used to view two dimensional pictures.
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33Telescope : It views distant objects in space



 

     

     



   



     





  







      









S. Thangamariammal

III B.Sc Physics



34Stroboscope : It is used to view rapidly moving objects.
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I B.Sc Zoology


      



examine point 



(Science is

called equriex) (Solstice) 
(Equniox) 
(Solstice)

   V. Esakkiammal

I B.Sc Zoology



35Voltmeter : Measures electric potential difference

Miracles do Happen

“I Used to work in Petrol Bunks”

- Dhirubhai Ambani

“I was rejected in the interview of Pilot”

- Abdul Kalam

“I was rejected for the job in All India Radio

 Because of my heavy Voice” - Amitabh Bacchan

“I failed in 8th standard” - Sachin Tendulakr

“I didn’t even complete my University  Education”

- Bill gates

“I used to sleep on the floor in friends room, returning coke bottles

for food, money and getting weekly free meals at  a local temple”.

- Steve Jobs

KFC founder Colonel Sanders was turned down 1009 times when

seeling his chicken recipe at ripe age of 65.

Sylvestar Stallone was rejected 1500 times when selling his script &

himself for famous Rocky film.

Friends, there are many such people who struggled ....

Life is not about what you couldn’t

do so far, it’s about what you can still do.

Wait n don’t ever give up....

Miracles happen every day...

A. Priyanka

III B.Sc Zoology



36Watt meter : Measures electric power

V. Mahalakshmi

II B.Sc. Physics






